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Numerical simulations are performed for the Orion Crew Module previously known as
the Crew Exploration Vehicle CEV Command Module to characterize its aerodynamics
during the high altitude portion of its reentry into the Earths atmosphere that is from free
molecular to continuum hypersonic conditions The focus is on ow conditions similar to
those that the Orion Crew Module would experience during a return from the International
Space Station The bulk of the calculations are performed with two direct simulation Monte
Carlo DSMC codes and these data are anchored with results from both free molecular
and Navier	Stokes calculations Results for aerodynamic forces and moments are presented
that demonstrate their sensitivity to rarefaction that is for free molecular to continuum
conditions Knudsen numbers of 


 to  Also included are aerodynamic data as a
function of angle of attack for dierent levels of rarefaction and results that demonstrate
the aerodynamic sensitivity of the Orion CM to a range of reentry velocities  to 

kms
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maximum body diameter m
Kn
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freestream hard sphere Knudsen number 
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L lift force N
LD lift to drag ratio
mcs mean collision separation distance m
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mfp mean free path m
n number density m

R
a
afterbody spherical nose radius  m
R
n
blunt forebody spherical nose radius  m
R
s
shoulder radius  m
T temperature K
V
 
freestream velocity ms
xyz model coordinates m
X mole fractions
 angle of incidence deg

 
mean free path in free stream m
 density kgm

A Subscripts
W wall
  free stream
I Introduction
Orion is a manned spacecraft http  wwwnasagovmission pagesconstellationorionindexhtml

similar in shape to the Apollo Command Module Fig 
 and capable of holding four to six crew members
being developed by the United States to replace the Space Shuttle eet after the last of the shuttles are
retired Until recently it was known as the Crew Exploration Vehicle or CEV Orion will be launched into
Earth orbit by the Ares I rocket capable of transporting cargo and up to six crew members to and from
the International Space Station ISS
 It is also intended to support manned missions to the Moon and to
Mars Orion is one of several elements that comprises NASAs Project Constellation other elements being
the Earth Departure Stage EDS
 the Lunar Surface Access Module LSAM
 and the Ares I and Ares V
Shuttle derived launch vehicles
With commitments to evolve the Orion Crew Module CM
 designs
 for low Earth orbit LEO
 lunar
and Mars missions aerothermodynamic data bases will be generated utilizing computational and experi
mental both groundbased and ight
 resources These new data bases along with an extensive capsule
heritage particularly that from Apollo Refs  to 	 for example
 will provide the basis for optimizing
Orions design with particular emphasis on safety exibility and aordability The current study focuses
on the aerodynamics of the Orion CM during the high altitude portion of its reentry that is for free molec
ular transitional and the higher altitude portion of the continuum regimes The primary focus is on ow
conditions similar to those that could be experienced by Orion during return from the ISS at a reentry
velocity of  kms and an angle of attack of  deg This study builds on the results and experience of
recent studies

for predicting the Apollo aerodynamics in the rareed and continuum regime Numerical
simulations for the transitional ow regime are made with two DSMC codes the code of Bird

called
DSV and the code of LeBeau
 	
called DAC DSMC Analysis Code
 Simulations using the DSMC
codes for the transitional ow regime are complemented with results from NavierStokes simulations for con
tinuum conditions and results from free molecular analysis for collisionless ow NavierStokes solutions are
generated with the code of Gnoo


called LAURA Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation
Algorithm

Results are presented that show the sensitivity of the capsule aerodynamics to rarefaction for a Knudsen
number range of  to  corresponding to an altitude range of 	 to 	 km and provide an indication
of the agreement and consistency of the results obtained with dierent computational tools Aerodynamic
results as a function of angle of attack are presented for a transitional ow condition Kn   altitude 
	 km
 along with the corresponding results as generated with free molecular FM
 and modied Newtonian
MN
 analyses Also the sensitivity of the aerodynamics in the transitional regime Kn  
 is examined
for a relative velocity range of  to 	 kms
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II Numerical Programs and Model Parameters
A DSMC Analyses
For the transitional rareed ow conditions two DSMC codes DSV Version 
 and DAC Version
DAC
 were used to both generate the data and provide a check on the consistency of the results The
DSV code of Bird

is a general D code that provides both timeaccurate unsteady ow and timeaveraged
steady ow simulations In the current study a scalar version of this program was used and all the present
simulations were made by using a  GHz personal computer with a memory of  GB The DAC program
of LeBeau
 	
provides both scalar and parallel processing options Parallel processing is accomplished
by domain decomposition and the parallel version of DAC is employed in the current study For both
DSMC programs the molecular collisions are simulated with the variable hard sphere molecular model The
LarsenBorgnakke statistical model

controls the energy exchange between kinetic and internal modes All
simulations are performed by using a vespecies reacting air gas model while considering energy exchange
between translation rotational and vibrational modes Also the surface is assumed to be noncatalytic and
at a specied wall temperature As for gassurface interactions they are assumed to be diuse with full
energy accommodation
The geometric size of the computational domain was varied with the degree of rarefaction of the free
stream ow since the inuence of the body on the external ow at high Knudsen numbers extends outward
a greater distance than is the case for a denser ow Note that no attempt was made to capture the total
extent of the ow eld disturbance created by the capsule for the more rareed conditions because the
disturbances tend to innity as collisionless ow conditions are approached The size of computational
domains was similar in most cases the same for the two sets of DSMC simulations The total number of
cells within the computational domain was also a variable Grid adaptations used in the DAC simulations
targeted  simulated molecules per cell while those in the DSV simulations targeted either  or   for
the more rareed conditions
 molecules per collision cell
An indicator of the resolution achieved in a DSV simulation is given by the ratio of the mean collision
separation between collision partners to the local mean free path mcsmfp
 Previous simulations

for the
Apollo capsule have demonstrated the importance and need to ensure that the value of this merit parameter
be of order one or less throughout the ow domain to achieve cell resolved aerodynamics If these guidelines
are not met the calculated results will be inaccurate
For the DAC code the user can implement a sequence of grid renements of the twolevel Cartesian grid
such that the cell size is small in relation to the local mean free path The current DAC simulations used
between  and 	 million molecules depending on the freestream conditions with the cell dimension
less than the local mean free path except for the  km and 	 km conditions where the target was two
mean free path resolution Also all of the DAC simulations used the nearest neighbor collision model which
enhances the cell resolution For the DSV computations the total number of simulated molecules used
ranged from  to  million Both DSMC codes used the same unstructured surface denition for the
Orion CM
B NavierStokes Analyses
NavierStokes solutions were computed with the LAURA computational uid dynamics code


A three
dimensional upwindbiased nitevolume structured grid solver LAURA models perfect gas equilibrium
or thermochemical nonequilibrium ow over vehicles at hypersonic conditions The inviscid thinlayer
or full NS governing equations are integrated to a steady state using either point or linerelaxation Roes
averaging

with Hartens entropy x
 
from the rstorder inviscid ux and Yees Symmetric Total Variation
Diminishing TVD
 limiter
 
extend the rstorder ux to second order Second order central dierences
are used to construct the viscous uxes While multiple options exist within LAURA those selected for
this work result from a best practices eort under taken in support of the CEV Aerosciences Project
CAP
 Team The presented ight simulations used the full NS equations a species air model assumed
thermal nonequilibrium chemistry and a radiative equilibrium wall condition with a constant emissivity of
	 Surface recombination was modeled with a fully catalytic condition under this condition the atomic
species are forced to their diatomic state at the wall however if NO strikes the surface it remains NO All
simulations assumed laminar ow
The volume grid consisted of  equally dimensioned blocks with a total of  million cells At each
 of 	
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surface point  cells span the region from the wall to the outer boundary In this surface normal direction
a grid adaptation procedure in LAURA insures a cell Reynolds number on the order of one at the wall
grid stretching values of approximately  or less and an outer domain that is aligned with the bow shock
Grid adaptation occurs several times  	
 during the evolution of the solution The NS simulations were
performed using  dualprocessor  GHz Opteron workstations with one grid block assigned to each
processor Solutions were considered converged when surface heating everywhere on the forebody changed
by less than 	 percent over 	 iterations
C Free Molecular and Newtonian Analyses
The free molecular FM
 and modied Newtonian MN
 results were obtained with the DACFREE code of
R G Wilmoth private communication July 	
 DACFREE computes aerodynamic forces and moments
on arbitrary bodies using standard free molecular and modied Newtonian methods This code can handle
arbitrary geometries specied as an unstructured collection of triangles and for the present study the surface
grid was the same as that used in the DSMC simulations
III Conditions for Current Numerical Simulations
The axisymmetric geometry for the Orion Crew Module used in the present study is shown in Fig 
The Orion capsule has a truncated spherical section followed by a toroidal section and then a conical
frustum When the pressures and shear stresses are integrated over the surface the resultant force acts at
the centerofpressure cp
 of the capsule that is the location about which the moment is zero The total
force vector is usually resolved into components as shown in Fig  Nomenclature used for the body axial
C
A
 and normal C
N

 and velocity drag C
D
 and lift C
L

 oriented coordinates are as shown in Fig  along
with the sign convention for the moments about the nose C
m
 and center of gravity C
mcg
 Currently the
center of gravity location is not known but a test location has been specied as  m aft of the nose of
the spherical segment with a  m oset as indicated in Figs  and 
For the DSMC simulations an unstructured surface grid Figs  and 	
 is used to dene the body
surface where the number of surface points and triangles are  and  respectively Note that the
numerical simulations take advantage of the problem symmetry in that the ow is computed about only half
of the capsule
Freestream atmospheric conditions are listed in Tables  and  and are based on the data of Jacchia
  
an exospheric temperature of  K
 for altitudes of  km and above and on that of Ref  for altitudes
less than  km For the DSMC and DACFREE simulations the surface temperatures are assumed to be
uniformly distributed at the values listed in Tables   and  and are assigned based on the minimum
value resulting from either the freemolecular radiative equilibrium heat transfer to the stagnation point or
the radiative equilibrium temperature based on the stagnation point heating from the correlation of Sutton
Eq  of Ref 
 The eective radius for the Sutton correlation is 	 m based on the procedure
discussed in Ref 	 page 	 The hard sphere freestream Knudsen numbers listed in Table  are based
on the freestream number density a characteristic length of 	 m maximum capsule diameter
 and a
constant molecular diameter of  x 

m
IV Results of Numerical Simulations
The procedure followed in the current study for the Orion CM is almost identical to that conducted
previously
 
for the Apollo capsule That is several computational codes are used to provide aerodynamic
data from hypersonic continuum to free molecular conditions and with this data set one can extract infor
mation regarding the extent of the agreement achieved when using dierent codes information regarding the
bounds for reliable application of NavierStokes codes as the ow becomes rareed and the sensitivity of the
aerodynamics to reentry velocities beyond that for entry from LEO conditions Each of these aspects will
be discussed for the Orion CM in the following sections Two relevant ndings from the Apollo results

not
covered herein will briey be restated First NS solutions for a 	 km altitude and  kms set of conditions
showed that the Apollo aerodynamics are insensitivite to the inclusion of ionized species in the gas model
consequently the DSMC simulations with only ve species no ionized species
 should be appropriate for
simulating aerodynamics for high entry velocities with appreciable ionization present Second results of grid
 of 	
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sensitivity studies using the DSV code provided both qualitative and quantitative comparison with NS
solutions for altitudes as low as 	 km
 results demonstrating the impact of cell resolution on aerodynamics
where the predicted drag axial and normal forces decrease in magnitude with cell renement while the
magnitude of the lift and lifttodrag ratio increases with cell renement For the present study cell resolu
tion computations were performed with both DSMC codes where the qualitative behavior was the same as
previously reported

and will not be discussed further
Data presented in Tables  and Figs 	 provide a summary of results for the current study First
a comparison of results from the two DSMC codes is made Figs 	 and 
 highlighting the dierences
observed for drag lift and lifttodrag ratio along with the manner in which the DSMC results approach the
data generated assuming collisionless ow Next the DSMC data sets are integrated with the NS results
overlapping and extending to lower altitudes the aerodynamic data base such that it covers a large Knudsen
number range  to 
 These results are presented in Figs  as a function of Knudsen number
and provide additional information regarding code comparisons and the altitude or Knudsen boundaries for
realistic application of NS codes Data shown in Figs  provide information regarding the dependance
of Orions aerodynamics on angle of attack how it is inuenced by the extent of rarefaction and implications
regarding static stability Results presented in Fig  demonstrates the sensitivity of Orions aerodynamics
to variations in relative velocity for a range of conditions that are inclusive of LEO Lunar and Mars return
missions
A Comparison of Results Generated with Two DSMC Codes for Rareed Transitional Flow
Figures 	 and  provide a comparison of the results obtained with DSV and DAC for drag lift and liftto
drag coecients shown as a function of altitude Free molecular results for several freestream conditions are
included Fig 	
 to highlight the small changes that occur due to variations in freestream gas composition
Table 
 and wall temperature Tables 
 and to provide an indication where the DSMC and DACFREE
results overlap occurring at approximately 	 km altitude Kn  
 Results from the two DSMC codes
are seen to be in good qualitative agreement Fig 	
 but quantitatively the agreement is only fair to good
Fig 
 As shown in Fig  the agreement is good for drag with dierences of about  or less However
for lift and LD the maximum dierences are approximately  much larger than expected and occurring
at suciently rareed ow conditions such that the computational requirements to achieve cell resolved
simulations are not demanding It should be noted that the dierences previously observed

between these
two codes for the Apollo simulations for altitudes between  and  km dierences of  for drag and
 for lift
 has been noticeably reduced for the current Orion simulations after a coding correction was made
to the DSV code Additional eorts should be made to identify the reason for the dierences currently
evident Fig 
 in the results from the two codes with a goal of achieving dierences of no more that 
as is evident in the current simulations for only the 	 and  km cases
B Aerodynamic Results Spanning Continuum to Free Molecular Conditions
Data presented in Figs  provide fundamental aerodynamic results for a representative Orion entry
from LEO highlighting the signicance of rarefaction eects for the larger Kn number conditions and the
continuing importance of viscous eects for the lower Knudsen number conditions The overall trends are
such that the magnitude of the drag axial and normal force coecients increase while the lift and lift
todrag coecients decrease with increasing rarefaction consistent with the trends evident from previous
numerical simulations such as that for the Aeroassist Flight Experiment AFE
 vehicle
 
and other capsule
and reentry congurations
   
As evident in Fig  the lift coecient approaches a small value for the large Knudsen number conditions
This occurs because the friction contribution to lift is a negative quantity and its contribution increases with
rarefaction while the pressure contribution is positive and relatively constant with increasing rarefaction as
is demonstrated in Ref  for the AFE
With the DAC code providing general parallel processing capability lower Knudsen number cases can be
simulated at cell resolved conditions than is the case for DSV Current DAC simulations Table 
 have
been made for altitudes as low as 	 km or a Knudsen number of  The NS solutions were generated
for altitudes higher than one could expect reliable results so as to provide some insight into the nature of
the breakdown of the continuum simulations when applied to the more rareed conditions particularly so
without surface slip and temperature jump boundary conditions as was the case for the current LAURA
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calculations Comparisons of the DSMC and NS results suggest that the overall agreement in aerodynamics
is fair even at 	 km with the trends of the NS and DSMC data sets suggesting that even a better overlap
could be achieved between 	 and 	 km Clearly the NS and DSMC data sets show that the two very
dierent numerical methods are producing similar and reasonably consistent results in the 	 km altitude
range Kn of 

Figure  details the movement of the center of pressure and the corresponding moment coecient about
the center of gravity as a function of Knudsen number As the capsule descends from 	 to 	 km the
center of pressure experiences a substantial translation as it moves from a position forward of the center
of gravity to one well aft The corresponding change in the moment coecient is from a relatively large
negative value to essentially a zero value
For the higher altitude cases the wall temperatures that have been specied are quite low possibly too
low So the DACFREE results presented in Table  for the highest altitude case includes additional results
of calculations with wall temperature values in excess of the currently used value of  K The eect of
increasing the wall temperature is generally small with the lift coecient experiencing the most obvious
eect Note that all the force and moment coecients are shown Table 
 to increase in magnitude with
increasing wall temperature
C Aerodynamics as a Function of Angle of Incidence and the Inuence of Rarefaction
Figures  though  and Table  present data that show the dependence of the Orion CM aerodynamics
to variations in angle of attack for a relative velocity of  kms Included are results from the DACFREE
code that provide the collisionless FM
 and modied Newtonian MN
 values generated at 	 and 	 km
altitude respectively Also results generated with the DSV code for an altitude of 	 km Kn  

are included Consequently the data includes free molecular transitional and continuum results where the
continuum proxie is the MN results How well the MN serves as a proxie for NS is indicated by the ratios
presented in Table  where the force and moment coecient values generated by MN are ratioed to those
generated by LAURA for the  deg angle of attack condition This comparison Table 
 shows that the
MN results generally agree with the NS results to within  or better for the current set of conditions
For the drag coecients Fig 
 we see that the transitional values are always bounded on the high
side by the FM values and on the low side by the MN values Figures  and  once again demonstrate
the small value of lift and LD experienced at the more rareed conditions and the current results show the
lift coecient to have a maximum value at an angle of attack Fig 
 of about 	 deg whereas LD
experiences a maximum value near 	 deg Fig 
 and decreases slightly with increasing rarefaction Of
probably more signicant importance is the values for the moment coecients about the oset center of
gravity as displayed in Fig 	 Recall that a static trim location is one where the moment coecient has
a value of zero and the slope of the moment curve is negative with increasing angle of attack Three static
trim locations are evident for the FM results only one for the DSV results at 	 km located near 	
deg and only one for the MN results near  deg Consequently the Orion CM ying at  deg angle of
atttack would be statically unstable for much if not all of the transitional ow regime a result not that
uncommon
  
for capsules in the transitional rareed regime the same general features as were found
 
for the Apollo capsule
D Eect of FreeStream Velocity on Aerodynamics
To examine the eects of freestream velocity variations simulations were made for the Orion CM at an
altitude of 	 km and  degrees angle of attack for 	 freestream velocities ranging from  to 	
kms Table 
 The 	 kms velocity is representative of the upper bounds for a Mars return mission
Consequently this range of entry velocities is inclusive of that for reentry from LEO lunar return and Mars
return missions Results of the simulations for variations in freestream velocity show Table  and Fig 

that the changes in the aerodynamic coecients with increasing velocity are similar to those incurred with
increasing rarefaction that is the magnitude of the drag axial and normal force coecients increases with
increasing freestream velocity while the magnitude of the lift and lifttodrag ratio coecients decrease with
increasing velocity These ndings are consistent with the correlations demonstrated by Wilhite et al

Fig
 p 
 for the Shuttle Orbiter axialforce coecients as a function of a viscous correlation parameter
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V Concluding Remarks
A computational study of hypersonic ow over a current version of the proposed Orion Crew Module
CM
 is made by using direct simulation Monte Carlo DSMC
 NavierStokes and free molecular analyses
Numerical simulations are made for Earth entry conditions similar to those that would be experienced
by Orion for reentry from low Earth orbit Simulations are made for altitudes of 	 to 	 km Knudsen
numbers from  to 
 freestream velocities of  to 	 kms and a complete range of angles of
attack Results of the simulations show the eect of rarefaction angle of attack and entry velocity on the
aerodynamic forces and moments and the variability in results obtained when using dierent computational
codes
Signicant ndings of the present study are 
 the overlap of the DSMC and NS simulations for the
	 km Knudsen number of 
 are shown to be reasonably close for all aerodynamic parameters 

the comparison of the two DSMC codes DSV and DAC show good qualitative agreement but larger
quantitative dierences a maximum of  in lifttodrag
 than expected for much of the transitional ow
regime 
 the Orion CM is statically unstable for much of the rareed ow regime the same nding as for
Apollo and 
 changes in the aerodynamic coecients with increasing velocity have the same trend as that
for increasing rarefaction
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Table 
 Orion CM aerodynamics for 
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Table  DSV results for Orion CM aerodynamics as a function of incidence 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Figure  Relative size of the larger Orion Crew Module to the Apollo Command Module
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Figure  Outer mold line of the Orion CM used in the present work
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Figure  Nomenclature for aerodynamic forces in the pitch plane
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a Frontal view
b Side view
Figure 
 Orion CM unstructured body grid used in present DSMC simulations
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Figure  Orion CM aerodynamics as a function of altitudeDSMC and free molecular values DACFREE
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Figure  Ratio of DSV to DAC values for Orion drag lift and lifttodrag coecients
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Figure  Orion CM drag lift and lifttodrag coecients
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Figure  Orion CM axial and normal force coecients
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Figure  Orion center of pressure location and moment coecient about center of gravity
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM drag coecient
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM lift coecient
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM lifttodrag coecient
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM axial force coecient
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Figure 
 Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM normal force coecient
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM moment coecient about reference center of gravity
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Figure  Eect of rarefaction on Orion CM moment coecient with respect to the nose
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Figure  Sensitivity of aerodynamic coecients to freestream velocity at  km and    deg DSV results
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